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ABSTRACT: Nitrogen fixation by nitrogenase begins with the
accumulation of four reducing equivalents at the active-site FeMo-
cofactor (FeMo-co), generating a state (denoted E4(4H)) with two
[Fe−H−Fe] bridging hydrides. Recently, photolytic reductive elimi-
nation (re) of the E4(4H) hydrides showed that enzymatic re of E4(4H)
hydride yields an H2-bound complex (E4(H2,2H)), in a process
corresponding to a formal 2-electron reduction of the metal-ion core of
FeMo-co. The resulting electron-density redistribution from Fe−H
bonds to the metal ions themselves enables N2 to bind with
concomitant H2 release, a process illuminated here by QM/MM
molecular dynamics simulations. What is the nature of this
redistribution? Although E4(H2,2H) has not been trapped, cryogenic
photolysis of E4(4H) provides a means to address this question.
Photolysis of E4(4H) causes hydride-re with release of H2, generating doubly reduced FeMo-co (denoted E4(2H)*), the extreme
limit of the electron-density redistribution upon formation of E4(H2,2H). Here we examine the doubly reduced FeMo-co core of the
E4(2H)* limiting-state by 1H, 57Fe, and 95Mo ENDOR to illuminate the partial electron-density redistribution upon E4(H2,2H)
formation during catalysis, complementing these results with corresponding DFT computations. Inferences from the E4(2H)*
ENDOR results as extended by DFT computations include (i) the Mo-site participates negligibly, and overall it is unlikely that Mo
changes valency throughout the catalytic cycle; and (ii) two distinctive E4(4H)

57Fe signals are suggested as associated with
structurally identified “anchors” of one bridging hydride, two others with identified anchors of the second, with NBO-analysis further
identifying one anchor of each hydride as a major recipient of electrons released upon breaking Fe−H bonds.

■ INTRODUCTION

Nitrogen fixation by nitrogenase, the reduction of N2 to two
NH3, is initiated by the accumulation of four reducing
equivalents at the active site FeMo-cofactor (FeMo-co).1 We
have demonstrated that this generates a state (denoted
E4(4H), the Janus intermediate) with two [Fe−H−Fe]
bridging hydrides, two sulfur-bound protons, and a metal-ion
core that is formally at the resting-state redox-level.2−4 This
state is activated for the highly endergonic N2 binding/cleavage
of the NN triple bond by the mechanistically coupled
reductive elimination (re) of the hydrides and exergonic release
of H2. This process and its reverse, the oxidative addition (oa)
of H2 by E4(2N2H) with release of N2, together form an
approximately isoenergetic re/oa equilibrium, Figure 1, which
is central to nitrogenase catalysis and whose operation implies
the limiting stoichiometry of eight electrons/protons for the
reduction of N2 to two NH3 (eq 1).2−4
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Figure 1. Representation of the re/oa equilibrium that activates
nitrogenase to break the NN triple bond. Cartoons represent the Fe
2,3,6,7 face of FeMo-co, with E4(4H) representing the actual structure
and E4(2N2H) merely representing the stoichiometry for the
unknown structure.
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As dihydride re and the release of H2 are the key to nitrogen
fixation, the details are of central importance. By exploiting the
ability of the dihydride metal complex to undergo photolytic
reductive elimination of H2,

5 our photolytic studies of
nitrogenase have shown6−8 that during catalysis the re of
hydrides converts E4(4H) to an H2-bound complex, denoted
E4(H2,2H), on the ground (catalytic) adiabatic potential
energy surface (PES) (Figure 2). The re of the two E4(4H)

hydrides, which corresponds to a 2-electron reduction of the
metal-ion core of E4(H2,2H), which formally makes it doubly
reduced relative to E0, redistributes electron density from the
metal-hydride bonds of E4(4H) to the metal ions themselves.
This redistribution enables N2 to bind and react with
E4(H2,2H) to form E4(2N2H) and release H2.
One might imagine several alternatives for the process by

which N2 is bound and H2 is lost during the conversion of
E4(H2,2H) to E4(2N2H). Early experiments1 showed that this
conversion does not occur by the following two discrete,
successive steps: (i) loss of H2, which carries away two of the
accumulated electrons to form a high-energy state, denoted
E4(2H)*, in which the core is doubly reduced relative to the
resting state; (ii) subsequent N2 binding/reduction by this
activated cofactor. In such a two-step mechanism, operation of
the re/oa equilibrium would require that during turnover under
D2 in the absence of N2, the D2 would react with E4(2H)*
through oa, generating the E4 state with two bridging
deuterides that can relax with release of HD, but it has long
been known that this does not occur.1 Thus, during catalysis
N2 must concertedly bind-to/react-with the H2 complex,
through a combination of N2-cofactor bond-making and H2-
cofactor bond-breaking that leads to H2 release and N2 triple-
bond cleavage (Figure 2). This picture is given in microscopic
form through density functional theory (DFT) computations,
which show why H2 cannot simply be released from
E4(H2,2H) to form a doubly reduced FeMo-co, E4(2H)*,
the high-energy product of H2 reductive elimination (Figure
2): it is not energetically feasible.9 The shift of electron density
from the Fe−H−Fe linkages to the metal-ion core upon
formation of E4(H2,2H) must instead be sufficient to enable

N2 binding to form a transient state with both H2 and N2
bound (denoted here as E4(H2,N2,2H)), which releases H2 to
form E4(2N2H). More recent computations by Bjornsson and
co-workers identified E4(H2,2H) as the lowest-energy E4
isomer but suggested that N2 binds to an higher energy E4
isomer having two geminal bridging hydrides, which after N2
coordination releases H2 by re.10

What is the nature of the increase in electron density on the
FeMo-co core when the two hydrides of E4(4H) are
reductively eliminated to form the bound H2 of E4(H2,2H)?
Although E4(H2,2H) itself has not yet been trapped for study,
the photolysis of E4(4H) has given us a means to address this
question. Photolysis of E4(4H) at cryogenic temperatures
causes the reductive elimination and release of H2 to form an
excited H2 complex on the excited potential energy surface
(PES) which goes on to release the H2 and relax to the high-
energy E4(2H)* state on the catalytic (ground) PES (Figure
2). The high-energy S = 1/2 E4(2H)* state achieves a full 2-
electron reduction of the FeMo-co core relative to the resting
state (Scheme 1).6−8 The S = 1/2 E4(2H)* state, with its

doubly reduced core and two protons on sulfides, is formed in
a cryogenically frozen matrix and therefore is unable to relax to
the “isomeric” S = 3/2, E2(2H) state generated by two
sequential steps of [e−/H+] delivery during turnover. Whereas
E2(2H) is relatively unreactive because the two electrons are
“stabilized” by forming a bridging [Fe−H−Fe] hydride (one
proton is bound to sulfide), the E4(2H)* state represents the
extreme form of reductive activation of the FeMo-co core that
occurs through the increase in and redistribution of electron
density that occurs upon formation of E4(H2,2H) on the
catalytic PES (Figure 2).
We have examined the doubly reduced FeMo-co core of the

E4(2H)* limiting state to shed light on the partial electron
density redistribution during catalysis. In this report, we
describe 1H, 57Fe, and 95Mo electron-nuclear double resonance
spectroscopy (ENDOR) of E4(2H)* and compare these
properties to those of the FeMo-co core of the Janus
intermediate precursor, E4(4H), which is formally at the
resting state valency, and to the E0 resting state itself. We
complement these results with corresponding DFT compar-
isons of these states, which associate two 57Fe E4(4H) ENDOR
signals with structurally identified “anchors” of one bridging
hydride, two others with anchors of the second, while
identifying one anchor of each hydride as a major recipient
of electrons released upon breaking Fe−H bonds.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of Turnover Samples for EPR and ENDOR

Measurements. The samples of V70I E4(4H) employed here were
described previously: natural abundance and 95Mo-enriched11 and
57Fe-enriched.12 The E4(2H)* state was generated for X/Q-band
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and Q-band ENDOR
spectroscopy examination by 450 nm illumination of a Q-band tube

Figure 2. Schematic representation of ground (black and blue) and
photoexcited (red) free energy surface for re/oa equilibrium, where
(†) represents a photoexcited state and (*) the high-energy product
of H2 release on the ground surface (ref 9).

Scheme 1
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of the corresponding E4(4H) intermediate for about 1 h in the X-band
EPR cavity at 12 K,6−8 which caused ∼80% conversion. The
photolyzed samples were stored for characterization in liquid
nitrogen, where the E4(2H)* state is stable indefinitely.
EPR and ENDOR Measurements. Continuous wave (CW) X-

band EPR spectra were collected on a Bruker ESP 300 spectrometer
equipped with a continuous helium flow cryostat Oxford Instruments
ESR 900. The CW 35 GHz EPR and ENDOR spectra were obtained
on a modified Varian E-110 spectrometer equipped with a helium
immersion Dewar at 2 K under “rapid passage” conditions using 100
kHz magnetic field modulation.13 Pulsed 35 GHz ENDOR spectra
were recorded at 2 K on a locally constructed spectrometer.14

1H and 57Fe nuclei have nuclear spin I = 1/2, and the ENDOR
spectrum from a single orientation of the paramagnetic center relative
to the external field is a doublet centered at the nuclear Larmor
frequency, νN and split by the orientation-dependent hyperfine
coupling, A. 95Mo has a nuclear spin, I = 5/2, and for 95Mo ENDOR
spectra in principle, a single orientation can exhibit a pattern of 2I =
10 lines whose frequencies depend on the nuclear Larmor frequency,
hyperfine coupling, and nuclear quadrupole coupling. However, 95Mo
ENDOR spectra of nitrogenase are dominated by a doublet associated
with the nuclear spin projection values, mI = ±1/2 centered at the
nuclear Larmor frequency, νMo and split by the orientation-dependent
hyperfine coupling, A; the other, “satellite” transitions are absent in
most spectra and when present are seen only as unresolved ENDOR
intensity; these features are attributable to a large quadrupole
coupling with distributed values of the tensor components/
orientation.44,45 The properties of the orientation-dependent hyper-
fine coupling tensor were estimated by examining a 2D field-
frequency pattern of ENDOR spectra taken across the EPR spectrum.
Signs of the hyperfine couplings (more specifically, the sign of

gNucANuc) were obtained by the PESTRE protocol,15 a pulsed-
ENDOR multisequence comprising multiple Davies ENDOR
sequences, carried out in three distinct experimental phases: (I) an
EPR saturation phase (RF off) in which spin−echo intensities quickly
converge to the steady-state “baseline” (BSL); (II) sequences that
contain a fixed RF frequency; and (III) an EPR recovery phase (RF
off) during which the spin echo intensity, the “dynamic reference level
(DRL)”, relaxes to BSL. The sign of ANuc is unambiguously given by
the sign of the decaying difference in echo intensities, (DRL − BSL),
as observed in III. When ANuc > 0 (and gNuc > 0), if ν+/ν− is being
interrogated, the DRL relaxes to the BSL from below/above. When
ANuc < 0, the opposite behavior is observed.
Computational Details. Hybrid QM/MM Metadynamics Simu-

lations. The thermal reorganization of hydrogen atoms in the E4 state
was investigated via ab initio QM/MM Born−Oppenheimer
metadynamics molecular dynamics simulations.16−22 The FeMo-co,
its environment, and the four accumulated hydrogens were treated at
the QM level, whereas the rest of the nitrogenase complex, solvent,
and counterions were described according to the amber force field.23

As discussed in detail elsewhere,9 the QM region comprises the
FeMo-co with truncated modifications of the α-275Cys, α-442His

ligands (Azotobacter vinelandii numbering), R-homocitrate, and all
of the MoFe protein residues and water molecules that are either
hydrogen-bonded to the FeMo-co as obtained from molecular
dynamics simulations or are known to be important of the catalytic
activity (α-70Val and α-96Arg). The parts of the protein that interact
with FeMo-co via hydrogen bonds residues are α-278Ser (interacting
with the S atom of α-275Cys), α-195His (interacting with S2B atom of
FeMo-co), and the backbone of α-356Gly, α-357Gly, 358Leu, and α-
359Arg (which interacts with S3A). The side chain of α-359Arg, which
is adjacent to the Fe3−Fe7 side, was also included. Additionally, water
molecules (three molecules) present in the pocket next to the Fe3−
Fe7 side and a molecule bridging the homocitrate and S5A were
explicitly treated at the QM level. Residues α-278Ser, α-275Cys, α-
195His were truncated at the Cα−Cβ bond; α-96Arg was truncated at
the Cδ−Cγ bond; α-359Arg was included in its entirety; only the
backbone α-356Gly, α-357Gly, 358Leu was included; finally homocitrate
was truncated at the C1−C2 and C4−C5 bonds. The adopted QM
model contains 148 atoms, and it is illustrated in Figure S3. The

generalized hybrid orbital method for the treatment of the QM/MM
boundary atoms was adopted.24

The Amber FF14SB force field was adopted to describe the
protein25 along with the TIP3P model for water molecules,26 whereas
the force field parameters for the P cluster, FeMo-co, and cubane were
taken from our previous work.27 The QM calculations were
performed in the broken symmetry (BS)-density functional theory
(DFT) framework with the BP86 exchange and correlation functional,
augmented with Grimme’s correction for the dispersion energy
(BP86+D3).28−31 The Kohn−Sham wave functions of the valence
electrons were expanded with a triple-ζ Gaussian basis set with added
polarization functions and an auxiliary plane wave basis set with a 400
Ry cutoff. Core electrons were described with Goedecker−Teter−
Hutter pseudopotentials.32,33

The QM/MM simulations where started from an equilibrated
snapshot obtained from force-field-only molecular dynamics simu-
lations and using the lowest energy BP86 BS solution as found in ref 9
(Fe1↓, Fe2↑, Fe3↑, Fe4↑, Fe5↓, Fe6↑, Fe7↓, Mo↓, where the arrows
indicates spin up or down). The QM/MM system was equilibrated at
298 K for 15 ps using a Nose  −Hoover chain of thermostats.34 To
reconstruct the free energy landscape for the hydrogen exchange at
room temperature, an adaptive biasing force technique based on a
coarse-grained history-dependent dynamics (metadynamics) was
employed (see the Supporting Information for more details).16,17

The coordination numbers of the pairs Fe2/Fe6 and Fe3/Fe7 to the
hydrogen atoms were employed to study the hydrogen movement
between the Fe2/Fe6 and Fe3/Fe7 sides of the reactive face of the
FeMo-co. A (continuous) coordination coordinate based on the Fe−
H distances was introduced for each pair of Fe atoms, which assumes
the ideal values 0, 1, and 2, if no, one, or two hydrogens are
coordinated to a given pair.16 As discussed in the Supporting
Information and defined there in eq S1, the coordination number can
assume values that deviate appreciably from the ideal values listed
above. This is a feature that allows discriminating between various E4
isomers. For instance it is larger than 2 if two hydrogen atoms are
equally shared between two Fe atoms as is the case for the geminal
bridging dihydride E4(4H)

(c) (see the Supporting Information for
further information). Gaussian functions of 0.4 kJ/mol height and
0.05 width were added every 50 fs to bias the coordination number
space. The metadynamics simulations were started from an
equilibrated QM/MM configuration of the E4(4H)

(a) isomer and
interrupted when the system returned to the E4(4H)

(a) state (after
about 32 ps). All QM/MM simulations were performed with a time
step of 0.25 fs using the CP2K package.18 The QM/MM trajectories
will be made available upon request.

Natural Bond Orbital Analysis of the Electron Density. The
electron distribution for the various E4 isomers was analyzed with the
natural bond orbital (NBO) theory using truncated QM models;35 for
further discussion of the NBO analysis, see the Supporting
Information. The QM models are as in the QM/MM simulation
above. The Ahlrichs VTZ basis set was used for all Fe atoms; the
LANL2TZ basis set with an effective core potential was employed for
the Mo atom, and the 6-311++G** basis set was employed for all
atoms coordinated to metal atoms and finally the 6-31G* basis set
was adopted for all other atoms.36−38 All QM calculations were
performed with the NWChem quantum chemistry package and the
NBO analysis carried out with NBO6.0 software.39,40

■ RESULTS

EPR. The S = 1/2 E4(4H) produced by Ar turnover was
subject to prolonged irradiation with light of 450 nm at
cryogenic temperatures, which converts E4(4H), g = [2.150,
2.007, 1.965], almost completely into S = 1/2 E4(2H)*, g =
[2.098, 2.000, 1.956] (Figure 3). Additional intensity to higher
field than these two signals is associated with the electron-
delivery reduced Fe protein. We earlier showed that E4(4H) is
the ground state, with no low-lying states becoming populated
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before the signal broadens and disappears at ∼25 K,12 and the
same is true for E4(2H)*.

1H Couplings in E4(2H)*. We recall here that the large,
rhombic 1H hyperfine couplings to the two [Fe−H−Fe] of
E4(4H) seen as splittings in its EPR spectrum (Figure S1) and
fully characterized by ENDOR spectroscopy41 are absent in
E4(2H)*, observations which defined E4(2H)* as the product
of photoinduced re of the hydrides and loss of H2.

7,8

Examination of the remaining 1H ENDOR responses of
E4(2H)* shows signals from bridging or terminal SH with
couplings similar to those of E4(4H) (maximum couplings of
8−10 MHz).

95Mo Hyperfine Coupling in E4(2H)*. The Mo of resting-
state E0 cofactor has been identified as a non-Hund’s-rule
Mo(III),42,43 but as explained below, it shows the small 95Mo
coupling measured in the earliest nitrogenase ENDOR studies:
aiso ∼−6 MHz upon correcting the sign of the nuclear g-factor
used previously to −0.3656.44,45 The sign of the 95Mo
hyperfine coupling for the S = 3/2 E0 was determined through
analysis of the pseudonuclear Zeeman effect, which converts
the intrinsic 95Mo Larmor frequency ν(95Mo)0 into an
experimentally observed larger effective frequency ν(95Mo)
for negative hyperfine coupling;46 this effect is not operative in
the S = 1/2 E4(4H) and the negative sign for this state is
assumed to be the same as for E0 because they are formally at
the same redox state. Later 35 GHz CW ENDOR measure-
ments47,44,45 revealed that the 95Mo enriched S = 1/2 E4(4H)
intermediate exhibits a very small and essentially isotropic
95Mo hyperfine coupling, aiso ∼−4 MHz, Figure 4, not

meaningfully different from the 95Mo coupling of the WT E0
state.
As the first probe of the 95Mo hyperfine coupling in the two-

electron reduced cofactor of E4(2H)* and for a possible
increase in the coupling because of valency and/or spin-
coupling changes at Mo upon FeMo-co reduction, we looked
for EPR line-broadening in 95Mo enriched samples. Compar-
ison between the EPR spectra of natural-abundance and 95Mo-
enriched E4(2H)* shows no noticeable broadening upon the
95Mo enrichment (Figure S1), demonstrating that there is no
appreciable increase in the 95Mo coupling in the two-electron
reduced state E4(2H)* (see the Supporting Information) and
thus to a first approximation the coupling must remain roughly
isotropic.
This conclusion was confirmed and the 95Mo coupling of

E4(2H)* accurately determined by 35 GHz CW ENDOR
measurements. Figure 4 compares the ENDOR spectra of
95Mo-enriched E4(4H) formed during V70I Ar turnover with
those taken after ≳70% photolytic conversion of E4(4H) to
E4(2H)*. The spectra of E4(4H) show the low-frequency 95Mo
signals reported previously.47 The clearest comparison between
the two states is provided by ENDOR measurements at fields
corresponding to their g3 values. In the EPR spectrum of
E4(2H)*, the g3 feature does not overlap with that of residual
E4(4H), whose value of g3 is slightly larger (Figure 3), and thus
the g3 ENDOR spectra of the initial E4(4H) state and the
photoinduced E4(2H)* can be unambiguously compared.
A comparison of g3 ENDOR spectra of natural-abundance

and 95Mo-enriched E4(2H)* cleanly shows that enrichment
introduces a 95Mo doublet centered at the NMR frequency of
95Mo and split by A3 = −2.7 MHz (Figure 4, Figure S2), within
error unchanged from that of E4(4H) (although the signal
from the latter is broader) and unchanged from that of E0 as
well. Spectra taken across the EPR spectrum of E4(2H)* show
that the 95Mo hyperfine coupling indeed remains essentially
isotropic, Figure 4, Figure S2, and as inferred from the EPR
spectra of Figure S1, with |aiso| ∼3 MHz, little changed from
that of E4(4H).
Our recent X-ray spectroscopic study of E1(H)

48 showed
that Mo retains the E0 Mo(III) formal valence after the first
stage of reduction, and our previous 95Mo ENDOR study of
E4(4H) suggested the same is true after four [e−/H+] additions
to FeMo-co to generate E4(4H).

47 The equivalence of the
95Mo couplings in E4(2H)*, E4(4H), and E0 extends this
picture by indicating that the valence of Mo in the cofactors of
E4(4H) and E4(2H)* is the same as in resting state E0. In
particular, this invariance indicates that the valency and
electronic structure of Mo in E4(2H)* is not changed from
that of E4(4H) by the photoinduced dihydride re and loss of
H2, with the attendant two-electron reduction of FeMo-co.
This in turn indicates that the added electrons are distributed
among the Fe ions, a conclusion that is consistent with the
large changes in 57Fe couplings described below. Although we
thus infer that the Mo retains the E0 Mo(III) formal valence in
E4(2H)* and in E4(4H),

47 the Mo in E4(2H)* does sense the
reduction, presumably through the influence of Mo−Fe
bonding, as the small anisotropy in the 95Mo coupling does
change. The coupling for E4(4H) increases slightly at g ∼ g2
but decreases slightly for E4(2H)*.

FeMo-co Spin Coupling and Metal-Ion Hyperfine
Interactions. To analyze the metal-site ENDOR results for
FeMo-co, we recall that the experimentally observed isotropic

Figure 3. Q-band CW EPR spectra of 57Fe enriched V70I nitrogenase
trapped during turnover under Ar taken at 2 K before (black) and
after (red) irradiation with 450 nm laser diode at 12 K. The spectra
were obtained in dispersion mode under rapid passage conditions,
which yields the upper absorption-display spectra; the lower traces are
digital derivatives. EPR conditions: microwave frequency, 35.08 GHz;
microwave power, 10 μW; modulation amplitude, 1 G; time constant,
128 ms; scan time, 4 min.
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hyperfine coupling to the 95Mo, or to an 57Fe nucleus of site i
(see next subsection below) within the FeMo-co multinuclear
spin-coupled cluster, ai, is proportional to the intrinsic
isotropic hyperfine coupling for the uncoupled metal ion site,
ai
un, multiplied by the projection of the total spin onto the local
spin as a scaling factor, denoted Ki, with these projection
factors subject to a normalization condition,

∑= =
=

a K a K; 1i i i
i

n

i
un

1 (2)

where the summation is over n, the number of coupled metal
ions.49

The Mo of resting-state cofactor recently has been identified
as a non-Hund’s-rule Mo(III),42,43 and using the crudely
estimated value |aiso(

95Mo)un| > 100 MHz according to eq 2
the vector-coupling coefficient for Mo in each of these spin-
coupled FeMo-co states must be very small, just as we
concluded previously for E0 (S = 3/2)44,45 and E4(4H) (S = 1/
2).47 Physically, a small vector-coupling coefficient KMo implies
that the local Mo electron-spin is essentially orthogonal to the
total cluster spin. For calculations with eq 2, a small KMo
implies we may omit the contribution of the Mo site to the
normalization sum over the Ki in this equation. This small
coupling coefficient KMo of E4(4H) was instrumental in the
analysis that showed the two hydrides of this intermediate are
not coordinated to Mo;47 the symmetry of the hydride dipolar-
interaction tensors identified the hydrides as bridging two iron
ions, namely, are present as [Fe−H−Fe] moieties.41,50,51

Regarding the 57Fe isotropic couplings, for second-row
transition ions, and 57Fe in particular the site (uncoupled)
isotropic couplings are negative,52 ai

un < 0. Hence, according to

eq 2, FeMo-co Fe sites with ai < 0 have vector-coupling
coefficients Ki > 0, while sites with positive coupling have Ki <
0.

57Fe ENDOR. X-band EPR spectra of the 57Fe-enriched
V70I E4(4H) and E4(2H)* states, compared with spectra of
the their natural abundance isotopomers (Figure S1) show the
expected marked broadening induced by strong hyperfine
interaction with multiple 57Fe. CW ENDOR comparison of
E4(2H)* samples prepared with and without 57Fe enrichment
show the absence of any background signals in the low-
frequency range of the 57Fe signals (Figure S2). Complete 2D
field-frequency plots of 57Fe Q-band Davies ENDOR spectra
were collected across the EPR envelope of E4(4H) and the
photolyzed E4(2H)*-containing sample (Figure S3), with
spectra collected at the canonical g-values shown in Figure 5.
The amount of residual E4(4H) state after illumination is so
low that it can only noticeably contribute to the 57Fe ENDOR
spectra of the illuminated sample in a narrow range of fields
near the maximum of the E4(4H) EPR spectrum at g2. Even in
those spectra, residual signals were readily identified by
reference to the 57Fe ENDOR pattern of E4(4H)

12 (Figure 5,
Figure S3), thus enabling unambiguous identification and
characterization of the E4(2H)*

57Fe responses in ENDOR
spectra collected across the EPR envelope.
Comparison of the 35 GHz Davies pulsed ENDOR spectra

taken at the three canonical g-values of the E4(4H) and
E4(2H)* states reveals significant changes in the 57Fe ENDOR
spectra upon the conversion to E4(2H)* (Figure 5). The most
distinctive change is the absence of 57Fe signals above 18 MHz
for E4(2H)*, as is most dramatically seen in the corresponding
low-field, g1 spectra. Whereas one of the 57Fe of E4(4H),

Figure 4. Comparison of 95Mo CW ENDOR acquired at the three major g-values for E4(4H) state trapped during Ar turnover of 95Mo enriched
V70I, as reported47 and for E4(2H)* photogenerated from E4(4H) by irradiation with 450 nm laser diode at 12 K. “Goalposts” indicate 95Mo (I =
5/2) transition between the mI = ±1/2 nuclear sublevels with frequencies ν± = |ν(95Mo) ± A/2|. Most of the spectra show the higher-frequency
(ν+) partner; the lower-frequency (ν−) partner is at such a low frequency that it is not reliably detected. Spectra from unenriched enzyme are
featureless, as demonstrate by the one included from g3. Conditions: T = 2 K; microwave frequency, 35.1 and 34.8 GHz for E4(4H) and E4(2H)*
correspondingly; microwave power, 1 μW and 0.1 μW; modulation amplitude, 4 and 1 G; RF sweep speed, 1 MHz/s and 2 MHz/s; time constant,
64 ms; RF bandwidth-broaden to 100 kHz.
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designated as α, exhibits an ENDOR doublet centered at ∼20
MHz at g1 which corresponds to a hyperfine coupling of ∼40
MHz, the largest coupling for the E4(2H)* at g1 is associated
with an 57Fe doublet centered at ∼13−14 MHz, corresponding
to A ∼ 27 MHz. Looking more broadly at the 2D patterns in
Figure 5, Figure S3, for both centers the doublet with the
largest coupling at the high-field, g3 edge of the EPR spectrum
is the overlap of doublets from two sites, and the hyperfine
coupling to those two sites is about the same: A = 29 MHz for
E4(4H), A = 30 MHz for E4(2H)*. However, these sites have
very different hyperfine anisotropy in the two states. For
E4(4H), the couplings of the two sites still differ slightly at g2,
but at g1 the coupling to one (α) has sharply increased to the
strong coupling just discussed, A ∼ 40 MHz, while the
coupling to the other (β) has sharply decreased to A ∼ 23
MHz. In contrast, for E4(2H)*, these two sites show similar
couplings across the EPR envelope, which decrease minimally
at g1, to A ∼ 26 MHz.
The spectra of E4(2H)* show increased “congestion”

compared to those of E4(4H) not only at the two single-
crystal-like orientations g1 and g3 (Figure 5) but throughout
the 2D pattern of spectra (Figure S3), because the hyperfine
couplings of the 57Fe sites of E4(2H)* are more similar in

magnitude and show smaller anisotropy. However, one can
assign resolved signals throughout the 2D pattern to four of the
seven irons of its cofactor and through much of the pattern to a
fifth, denoted sites a−e (Figure 5). The 57Fe ENDOR doublets
for sites c, d, and e, observed in the lower frequency range at g3,
exhibit anisotropy broadening with increasing g-value (decreas-
ing magnetic field), but like the sites a and b, the c, d, and e
sites also do not exhibit strong anisotropy in their hyperfine
interaction. The isotropic couplings derived from the 2D
pattern for these five sites are listed in Table 1, with signs
determined as described in the next paragraph. The values of
aiso for E4(4H) and E0 determined previously also are listed in
the table.

The g3 spectrum of E4(2H)* in particular exhibits well-
resolved 57Fe signals from the five 57Fe sites, designated as a−e
(Figure 5), and this resolution of individual peaks enabled
determination of the signs of their hyperfine interactions by the
PESTRE technique.15 As all the 57Fe hyperfine coupling
tensors are dominated by the isotropic coupling, determination
of the sign at a single field determines the sign of aiso and all
tensor components. PESTRE traces have been obtained for the
ν+ and ν− transitions of the 57Fe Davies doublets of the a−e Fe
ions of E4(2H)* at g3 (Figure 6). Taking into account gN > 0
for 57Fe, through use of the analysis procedure described in the
Materials and Methods, these results assign A < 0 for a−d 57Fe,
but A > 0 for e 57Fe. Table 1 lists the signed values of aiso for
these sites. As noted above, the isotropic coupling for an
uncoupled Fe ion is negative,52 so according to eq 2 Fe sites
with ai < 0 as determined by PESTRE have vector-coupling
coefficients Ki > 0, while sites with positive coupling have Ki <
0.

Spin-Coupling Estimates of ai for the Two Unre-
solved Fe Sites. The isotropic coupling for the two Fe sites
for which aiso has not been determined by ENDOR can be

Figure 5. Comparison of 57Fe Davies ENDOR acquired at three
major g-values for E4(4H) state trapped during Ar turnover of 57Fe
enriched V70I12 and for E4(2H)* photogenerated from E4(4H) by
irradiation with 450 nm laser diode at 12 K. “Goalposts” indicate
response from one iron centered at half of its hyperfine coupling and
split by 2ν(57Fe). Conditions: T = 2 K; microwave frequency, 34.81
and 34.90 GHz for E4(4H) and E4(2H)* correspondingly; t(π/2) =
40 ns, τ = 600 ns; TRF = 35 μs; repetition time, 100 and 25 ms; 200−
400 scans.

Table 1. Isotropic 57Fe Hyperfine Couplingsa

E4(2H)*
b E4(4H)

c E0
d

57Fe
aiso/δA

e

(MHz/%) 57Fe
aiso/δA

e

(MHz/%) 57Fe
aiso/δA

e

(MHz/%)

a −30/+17 α −35/−34 A1 −18/+41
b −27/+18 β −27/+26 A2 −17.1/23
e +23 κ ∼+20g A3 −11.8
f ∼+25f γ1 +17 B1 +11.7
g ∼+25f γ2 −16 B1 +11.7
c −19 δ +13 B2 +9.3
d −17 λ ∼+8g A4 −3.7

aIsotropic hyperfine couplings (aiso) of 57Fe sites of photoreduced
E4(2H)*, Janus intermediate E4(4H), and resting state E0, arranged in
order of absolute values; it is argued in the text that a/b, α/β, and A1/
A2 refer to the same pair of Fe sites. bIsotropic coupling reported as
average of coupling observed at canonical g-values in ENDOR; signs
determined by PESTRE measurements. cAs reported; obtained
through ENDOR, PESTRE, and Triple.12 dAs reported; determined
by Mossbauer spectroscopy.53 eδA(%) = 100 × (Am − A1)/aiso, where
A1 corresponds to g1 and is in each case an extreme value (max or
min) and m = 2 or 3 is the other extreme, as observed in the 2D plots
of 57Fe ENDOR spectra for E4(2H)* and E4(4H) of Figure 5, Figure
S3 and as reported for E0.

53 fCalculated from eqs 3 and 4 using atest =
−20 MHz as described in the text; listed below site e because of
uncertainties thus introduced. gSign of aiso for κ and value for λ
calculated from eq 3 and the analogues to eq 4 for one unknown aiso,
using atest = −20 MHz.
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estimated by employing a second sum-rule, which derives from
eq 2 and defines an “average site-coupling”, denoted, atest, for
the n = 7 Fe ions of the cluster,49

∑≡
=

a a
i

test
1

7

iso
(3)

Upon adopting a value for atest, we use this equation and the
five measured isotropic couplings (here labeled, i = 1−5) to
estimate aiso for the remaining two 57Fe. For the resting state,
WT FeMo-co,53 atest = −17.9 MHz. The values compiled by
Mouesca et al.49 include atest = −21(3) MHz for FeS systems
such as 1Fe (rubredoxin), and most [Fe4S4]

1+ and [Fe3S4]
0,1+

clusters. For E4(4H) we considered the range, −15 ≤ atest ≤
−25 MHz, while recognizing that “the middle of this range is
the more likely”. For concreteness, for FeMo-co in the
E4(2H)* state, we thus adopt the plausible value, atest ∼ −20
MHz, no qualitative differences are introduced by modest
variations. Using the measured aiso for the five Fe sites, a−e (i

= 1−5) of E4(2H)* in Table 1, we obtain the sum of the aiso
for the two uncharacterized sites,

∑

∑

+ = −

∼ − −

∼ +

=

=

a a a a

a20

50 MHz

i

i
iso

6 7 test
1

5

iso

1

5

(4)

Examination of Figure 5, Figure S3 shows that the two
uncharacterized 57Fe sites must have |ai| < 20−30 MHz, given
that their signals are undetected at any field of observation.
Sites with larger coupling would give peaks in the higher-
frequency range, which is empty of unassigned signals, while
high-frequency ENDOR signals are generally easily detected.
In contrast, the congestion in the lower-frequency range could
easily hide the unidentified signals. Overall, with these
constraints, to satisfy eq 4, the two sites must both have aiso
> 0 and the values for the two must be comparable,

∼ ∼ +a a 25 MHz6 7

with the uncertainty in atest of little consequence to this
estimate. Table 1 summarizes the final results for the isotropic
couplings for the seven Fe sites of FeMo-co in the E4(2H)*
intermediate as determined in this work, along with the
couplings for the seven sites in E0 and E4(4H). For discussion
below, the table further includes for the two sites with the
highest-magnitude aiso, the signed anisotropy, δA(%) =
100*(Am− A1)/aiso, where A1 is in each case an extreme
value (max or min) and m = 2 or 3, whichever is the other
extreme.
The key lessons we glean from these results are as follows.
(1) The Mo of FeMo-co retains the Mo(III) valence of the

E0 resting state
42,43 in the E4(4H) state,

47 in which the metal-
ion core is formally at the E0 valency and also in the singly
reduced E1(H) state,

48 and here is seen to retain this valence in
the doubly reduced E4(2H)* state. These findings strongly
suggest that the Mo of FeMo-co is not redox-active throughout
the catalysis, while nonetheless tuning the properties of FeMo-
co.
(2) The 57Fe isotropic couplings of the high-spin E0 state (S

= 3/2) are uniformly of smaller magnitude than those of the
low-spin (S = 1/2) states, namely, the large negative coupling
sites for S = 1/2 (aiso < 0, K > 0) are of greater magnitude than
those for S = 3/2 E0 and likewise for the sites with large
positive coupling (aiso > 0, K < 0). Collectively, this difference
in magnitude is reflected in the inequality: |atest(E0)| <
|atest(E4(4H)|. As E0 and E4(4H) have the same formal
valence, this suggests that the difference in isotropic couplings
reflect the different spin-coupling schemes for the S = 3/2 and
S = 1/2 states.
(3) The multiple FeMo-co states whose 57Fe isotropic

couplings have been measured have two 57Fe sites with
noticeably larger magnitudes for aiso and with hyperfine
anisotropies of distinctly greater magnitude than for the
remaining sites: E0, E4(4H), and E4(2H)* (Table 1) as well as
states trapped during turnover with C2H2 and CO (see ref 12).
As the hyperfine coupling to a high-spin 57Fe3+ is near-
isotropic, whereas that to a high-spin 57Fe2+ ion is highly
anisotropic,54 this indicates that such sites, A1/A2 in E0, α/β in
E4(4H), and a/b in E4(2H)*, are formally assignable as ferrous

Figure 6. Davies ENDOR of E4(2H)* at g3 showing resolved 57Fe
centers (top) and their hyperfine couplings signing by PESTRE
technique (low), where (Materials and Methods) phase I is sequences
1−75, phase II is 76−99, and III is 100 onward. PESTRE conditions:
T = 2 K; microwave frequency, 34.90 GHz; t(π/2) = 40 ns, τ = 600
ns; TRF = 35 μs; repetition time, 100 ms; 100−200 scans.
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ions; nothing can be persuasively said about the sites of the S =
1/2 states with smaller aiso, as the anisotropies for these sites
are not well determined.
(4) The dramatic difference between the 2D field-frequency

ENDOR patterns of α/β in E4(4H), and a/b in E4(2H)* arises
in part from sharp decreases in the hyperfine anisotropies, δA,
of a/b (E4(2H)*) listed in Table 1 compared to those of α/β
(E4(4H)), with only a modest change in aiso, but more
strikingly, result from a change in the sign of δA for the a site of
E4(2H)* compared to that for the corresponding site α of
E4(4H) (Table 1). These changes suggest that α and β
correspond to Fe sites involved in hydride binding and that the
changes arise from the change in ligation upon loss of the
hydrides as H2, as coupled with the influence on these sites of
the cofactor reduction upon E4(4H) → E4(2H)* conversion.
Hydride Dynamics via First-Principles Molecular

Dynamics. The dynamics of the thermal reorganization of
hydrogen atoms in the E4 state was explored with DFT-based
QM/MM metadynamics simulations. These simulations build
on our previous DFT investigations on large truncated
structural models of the E4 state

9 that suggested a variety of
low-lying E4(4H) isomers, including those illustrated in Figure
7: E4(4H)

(a), E4(4H)
(b), E4(4H)

(c), and E4(H2,2H), with
E4(4H)

(a) being the most stable. More recent static QM/MM
investigations by the groups of Ryde and Bjornsson10,41,51,55−57

suggested that E4(4H) may exhibit an even higher number of
low-energy isomers. In particular, Bjornsson and co-workers10

proposed a structure similar to E4(H2,2H) as the most stable
E4(4H) form, while Cao and Ryde55 proposed as the lowest
energy E4(4H) form a dihydride species with bridging
dihydrides as in E4(4H)

(a), but with the Fe2−H−Fe6 hydride

directed toward the Fe5 side of FeMo-co rather than parallel to
Fe3−H−Fe7 as in E4(4H)

(a) and the protons on the Fe2−S−
Fe6 and Fe3−S−Fe7 bridging sulfides pointing down rather
than up as in E4(4H)

(a). A low-lying dihydride structure with
one hydride bridging Fe2 and Fe5 (instead Fe2 and Fe6) was
also found by Cao and Ryde.55 Our synergistic combination of
DFT structural models with the analysis of the hydride
ENDOR results uniquely suggests that the E4(4H) state
populated and studied at low temperature (T ≲ 25 K)41 must
have two parallel hydrides bridging Fe2−H−Fe6 and Fe3−H−
Fe7 as in E4(4H)

(a). Cao and Ryde55 have subsequently shown
that E4(4H) forms differing from E4(4H)

(a) in the orientation
of the protons on the Fe2−S−Fe6 and Fe3−S−Fe7 bridging
sulfides provides equally satisfactory agreement with the
ENDOR data.
The present QM/MM simulations indicate that E4(4H)

(b),
E4(4H)

(c), and E4(H2,2H) are at comparably higher energies
on the free energy landscape (Figure 7, left), that at room
temperature the three become populated, and that they can
rapidly interconvert, giving rise to a highly fluxional state,
E4′(4H), in which the hydrides are delocalized between Fe2
and Fe6. The fluxional E4′(4H) state occupies a rather shallow,
highly anharmonic free energy basin whose minimum lays only
4 kJ/mol above E4(4H)

(a). The structure that most closely
resembles the E4′(4H) minimum is E4(4H)

(b). The location of
the points in the free energy landscape closest to E4(4H)

(b),
E4(4H)

(c), and E4(H2,2H) is shown in Figure 7, where the
assignment was based on the comparison of the Fe−H
distances for the optimized truncated models and those from
the MD trajectory. The states E4(4H)

(a) and E4′(4H) are
separated by a free energy barrier of only 49 kJ/mol, and

Figure 7. (Left) Free energy landscape for the thermal hydrogen reorganization in the E4 intermediate as obtained from hybrid QM/MM
metadynamics simulations. The simulation was performed using the number of hydrogen atoms coordinated to either Fe2 or Fe6, n(Fe2/Fe6), and
those coordinated to either Fe3 or Fe7, n(Fe3/Fe7), are used as collective variables to describe to hydrogen location. The coordination numbers are
defined with a continuous function (eq S1) that assumes the values of 0, 1, and 2 if no, one, or two hydrogens are located on given side of the Fe2/
Fe3/Fe6/Fe7 face of FeMo-co: the Fe2/Fe6 side for n(Fe2/Fe6) and the Fe3/Fe7 side for n(Fe3/Fe7). For further discussion of coordination
numbers, see the Supporting Information. (Right) Schematic structure of the limiting forms of E4 isomers (all S = 1/2) identified in previous
studies as minima of the potential energy surface of truncated models of the active site (see ref 9). Their location on the free energy surface on the
left panel is marked with corresponding letters. Note that the states C and D are not local minima on the free energy landscape, as obtained from
the present QM/MM metadynamics computations.
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transitions between them are expected to occur rapidly at room
temperature. It is important to point out that the free energy
landscape of Figure 7 is obtained from a classical description of
nuclear motions. Nuclear quantum effects (zero point energy
and tunneling) are expected to further broaden the free energy
basins of both E4(4H)

(a) and E4′(4H), and thereby appreciably
reduce the free energy barrier between them.
Importantly, the metadynamics simulation further shows

that the system transiently visits the unstable E4(2H)* state
located at about 48 kJ/mol above E4(4H)

(a) (Figure 7). This
state is formed by dissociation of H2 from E4′(4H) in a process
that proceeds through the limiting E4′(4H) structure
E4(H2,2H). In the computations, this state promptly decays
to E4

 (4H). H2 never leaves the environment of FeMo-co but
remains confined in a pocket defined by FeMo-co, α-195His, α-
278Ser, and α-70Val (at a distance within 4 Å from Fe2) and it
easily rebinds to FeMo-co by crossing a free energy barrier of
only about 10 kJ/mol.
We note that we used the two coordination numbers, n(Fe2/

F6) and n(Fe3/Fe7) as a means of exploring the organization of
the hydrides on the Fe2367 face, specifically capturing the
“side−side” (Fe26 vs Fe37) and “bridging vs terminal”
distribution of the hydrides. As a result, the metadynamics
simulation is not able to capture any process not described by
these two parameters or that takes place on time scale longer
than the simulation time. That said, however, the results of this
simulation are in remarkable agreement with behavior on the
ground PES of Figure 2 as deduced through photolytic re of H2
from E4(4H) (Figure 7). In the absence of N2, at ambient
temperatures E4(4H) interconverts with E4(H2,2H), but
cannot release the H2 because the resulting high-energy
E4(2H)* state promptly rebinds H2. At cryogenic temper-
atures, we can, however, photolytically populate the E4(2H)*
state, in which H2 is trapped in the frozen matrix near to the
doubly reduced FeMo-co. At such temperatures this E4(2H)*
state is stable indefinitely, but H2 rebinding is indeed easy: the
system relaxes to E4(4H) when the frozen solid is cryoannealed
to T > 175 K.
Loss of Fe-Hydrides: Electron Redistribution and

Changes in Spin Coupling. To understand the electron
redistribution that occurs upon E4(4H) → E4(2H)*
conversion, we revisit and extend our previous BS-DFT
analysis of the electron distribution of various E4 isomers. This
analysis is based on the limiting structures obtained from
geometry optimization of truncated models of the active site
(reported in the Supporting Information). As has been
discussed extensively in the literature, deficiencies in the
current exchange and correlation functionals, along with the
single determinant nature of the Kohn−Sham formulation of
DFT and electron self-interaction issues, makes its application
to multireference systems, such as FeMo-co, problematic
quantitatively. That said, it nonetheless is illuminating to apply
DFT here because it yields instructive qualitative information
on how the electron density redistributes upon hydrogen
reorganization within the E4 isomers.
The analysis of the bonding properties of the E4 states based

on a natural bond orbital (NBO) framework vividly indicate
that the Fe−H bonds can be classified as either 2 electrons/2
centers (terminal Fe−H hydrides) or 2 electrons/3 centers
(bridging Fe−H−Fe hydrides) covalent bonds with a charge
polarization as expected from the difference in electro-
negativity between Fe and H atoms.9 As such, they are neither
directly available to bind and activate N2 nor are the hydrides

readily protonated by a proton bound to a sulfide or delivered
by a nearby residue, energetically favorable processes that lead
to nonproductive release of H2 and return of the system to the
E2(2H) state and thence on to E0.
As E4(4H) undergoes H2 formation and release via reductive

elimination, two electrons are first stored in and then depart
with the H2 molecule. This process leaves two reducing
equivalents (i.e., the electrons and attendant S-bound protons)
on FeMo-co. To probe the resulting electron redistribution, we
analyzed the occupation of nonbonded orbitals localized on
the Fe atoms (3d and 4s orbitals) using the structural models
reported in ref 9 (see also the Supporting Information). Here,
we focus mainly on E4(4H)

(a), E4(2H)*, and E4(H2,2H), the
latter representing the prelude to the release of H2. A more
complete analysis, which includes further details as well as the
other low energy limiting structures, is presented in the
Supporting Information. The number of nonbonded electrons
assigned to each Fe center as inferred from the NBO analysis is
provided in Table 2. E4(4H)

(a) features two bridging hydrides

between the Fe2/Fe6 and Fe3/Fe7 centers. Formation of H2 in
E4(H2,2H) and E4(2H)* results in the accumulation of an
additional electron in a nonbonded 3d orbital in both Fe2 and
Fe7 and a shift of one nonbonded electron from Fe4 to Fe5. In
short, this analysis indicates that the photoinduced H2
formation and release from E4(4H) produces an additional
nonbonded electron on one “anchor” Fe ion of each the two
E4(4H) [Fe−H−Fe] bridging hydrides.
Possible correlations between the observed E4(4H)

57Fe
signals and hydride anchor sites on the E4(4H) FeMo-co can
be inferred by consideration of the changes in 57Fe isotropic
couplings upon E4(4H) → E4(2H)* conversion through
application of the analysis that revealed the structure of the
E4(4H) intermediate.41,51 In this analysis, 1,2H-ENDOR
measurements of E4(4H), coupled to DFT structural models
through an analytical point-dipole Hamiltonian for the hydride
electron−nuclear dipolar interaction with its anchoring Fe
ions, allowed us to assign the ground-state structure of the
E4(4H) intermediate as containing [Fe2−H−Fe6] and [Fe3−
H−Fe7] hydride bridges whose planes are essentially
perpendicular to the Fe2,3,6,7 FeMo-co face and parallel to
each other; the proposed DFT structure is presented in Figure
8.41,51 Among a number of alternative structures considered,
only this one could accurately account for the observed
presence of two bridging hydrides with rhombic anisotropic
tensors that are coaxial but with permuted tensor components.
This point-dipole analysis further shows that the vector-
coupling coefficients Ki for the “anchor” Fe ions of the hydride
bridges in the E4(4H)

(a) structure must have opposite signs

Table 2. Number of Nonbonded Electrons Assigned to Each
Fe Center of E4(4H)(a), E4(H2,2H), and E4(2H)* According
to a Natural Bond Orbital Analysis of the Electronic
Structure

E4(4H)
(a) E4(H2,2H) E4(2H)*

Fe1 4.8 5.1 5.0
Fe2 3.8 4.9 4.8
Fe3 4.4 3.8 4.3
Fe4 4.7 4.2 4.1
Fe5 3.4 4.4 3.9
Fe6 3.3 3.5 2.8
Fe7 1.7 2.9 3.3
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(−/+) for [Fe2−H1−Fe6] and same signs (+/+) for [Fe3−
H2−Fe7], with the corresponding aiso having opposite signs to
the Ki, eq 2.
The obvious interpretation of the large changes in the α/β

signals upon H2 elimination from E4(4H) is that these
represent two of the anchor Fe of the two hydrides with K >
0, aiso < 0, and application of the point-dipole analysis suggests
how they are to be assigned. Given the asymmetric binding of
the [Fe3−H2−Fe7] hydride (Figure 8), the point-dipole
model requires that the vector coupling coefficients 0 < K7 <
K3, with a large value for K3, and large negative value for its aiso.
Thus, it is plausible to assign α/β to Fe3/Fe7. This assignment
is supported by the model’s suggestion that neither of α/β
could be associated with [Fe2−H−Fe6], as we now show.
In the E4(4H)

(a) structure, the [Fe2−H−Fe6] hydride is
symmetrically bound with short Fe−H distances. To achieve a
rhombic dipolar tensor with this geometry, the Ki for the
anchors must be roughly equal in magnitude and of opposite
sign. In addition, for the hydride to exhibit tensor components
of the magnitude observed, the dipole model indicates that the
|Ki| for the Fe6,7 anchors, and thus |aiso| of the two, have
intermediate values. One is therefore led to assigning these
anchor sites to γ2 (K > 0) and δ or λ (K < 0). Unfortunately, it
is not possible to correlate the Fe responses of E4(4H) and
E4(2H)* in the congested 57Fe ENDOR region so as to reveal
the site changes with H2 release that would be anticipated.
Accurate calculations based on correlated wave function

approaches would be necessary to quantitatively test these
suggestions. Recent progress in many-electron wave function
methods, such as the density matrix renormalization group and
their application to Fe/S clusters like the nitrogenase P-
cluster,58,59 suggest that a precise theoretical interpretation of
FeMo-co ENDOR data should be possible in the near future.

■ SUMMARY
QM/MM metadynamics simulations are in remarkable agree-
ment with behavior on the PES of catalysis of Figure 2 as
deduced through photolytic re of H2 from E4(4H) (Figure
7).6−8 In the absence of N2, at ambient temperatures, E4(4H)
interconverts with E4(H2,2H) but cannot release the H2
because the resulting high-energy E4(2H)* state promptly
rebinds H2. Nitrogen fixation is initiated by the binding of N2
to E4(H2,2H) accompanied by the loss of H2.
The inferences regarding electronic structure changes to

FeMo-co upon [E4(4H) → E4(2H)* + H2] conversion that
flow from the ENDOR results for E4(2H)* as extended by the
DFT computations are as follows. (i) The Mo site participates
negligibly in the electron redistribution that is associated with
hydride re from E4(4H) and that activates FeMo-co for
reaction with N2. Given this invariance involves a formal two-

electron reduction of the FeMo-co core, whereas each catalytic
step involves only a one-electron reduction, when combined
with earlier measurements,43,47,48 we are led to infer that it is
highly unlikely that Mo changes valence throughout the
nitrogenase cycle. (ii) Two Fe sites α/β suggested by 57Fe
ENDOR to behave as ferrous ions undergo a drastic change in
their hyperfine interactions upon hydride reductive elimination
and H2 release. (iii) Considerations of the isotropic couplings/
vector-coupling coefficients expected for the “anchor” Fe ions
of the E4(4H) bridging hydrides suggest α/β correspond to the
crystallographically identified Fe anchors of the [Fe3−H−Fe7]
moiety, while γ2/ δ-or- λ correspond to the [Fe2−H−Fe6]
anchors. (iv) Based on the NBO analysis, Fe2 and Fe7, each an
anchor of one [Fe−H−Fe] of E4(4H), is a major recipient of
the electrons involved in Fe−H bonding in E4(4H). (v) We
finally suggest that this picture of the limiting electron
redistribution upon conversion of hydride elimination and
loss of H2 from E4(4H) to form E4(2H)* is an accentuation of
the partial electron redistribution that activates one or both of
these Fe to bind N2 in the catalytically central H2 complex,
E4(H2,2H), initiating the coupled loss of H2 and reduction of
N2.
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